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Abstract: Method engineering promotes the idea of constructing methodologies for information systems development by selecting and assembling method fragments from a repository. This repository needs first to be populated with self-contained fragments derived from industry best practice and compliant with a given metamodel. A situational method is then constructed (by a method engineer) to exactly match the requirements of the individual organization and/or project. This paper briefly outlines both the theory of situational method engineering and its application in terms of industry case studies carried out over the last 5 years in Sydney, Australia in helping organizations to create agile and flexible methodologies, capable of maturing and improving over the years.

1 Introduction to Methods and Method Engineering

Method engineering is a solution offered to the problem of the identification of the “most appropriate” methodology for an organization and/or its projects. [Ly87] notes that current methodologies are not well suited to practice, while [Av96] notes a backlash against formal methodologies. Others see process adoption as a “waste of time” [BH03], although [Co00] argues that it is both appropriate and necessary for an organization to have available to it a suite of methodologies. Since the one-size-fits-all methodology is now generally regarded as unattainable e.g. [Br87] [AW91] [KW92] [SB93] [VG94] [SH96] [FTF96] [HV97] [Gl00] [FRO03] [WK04], alternatives have to be sought, particularly ones that take into account the human and organizational elements [CL94]. Method engineering, perhaps accompanied by method tailoring/customization, is the current most optimistic route and forms the topic of this paper.

1.1 Terminology

In the field of process and method engineering, the terminology is often differently used between authors. There are three “key” high-level terms: method, methodology and process. While the etymology of “methodology” gives its definition as the study of methods, its widespread and common usage to mean “method” [Ja94] [BGH04] gives it credence in this second meaning (a meaning also given in many modern dictionaries e.g.
the American Merriam-Webster Dictionary: [Co00]). For the purposes of this short paper, we will indeed take the words method and methodology as synonyms.

The difference in meaning between the words “process” and “method/methodology” is harder to pin down. In general terms, a process is a way of acting, of doing something. Thus the way you relocate yourself from home to the work environment follows some (usually predefined – or least practised and often repeated) process. Thus, process is intangible. However, to complement a process, there are other things that a software developer must be cognizant of - in particular, the work products produced and consumed and the people and tools involved in that production and consumption. Time sequencing is also of significant interest and concern. The word we will use here for this overall combination will be methodology or method. In other words, a methodology encompasses absolutely everything needed for software development – [Co00] calls this a “Big-M methodology”, [Gl00] the “capital-M Methodology”. Many authors use the description of an overall methodology as having two (often intertwined – or at least interdependent) aspects: product and process e.g. [RPB99].

Another viewpoint is that the process describes what is actually done in real time with a real team on a real project. This is particularly the case in the capability assessment field where the focus of a capability assessment is the process as it is performed e.g. [Pa93] [Do93] [II98] – although often, for example in ISO12207 [II95], processes are at a smaller granularity and are defined solely in terms of purpose and outcomes. Each process focusses on what is input to the process and what is output. It should be noted that there are both a static and dynamic aspect to such a notion of process i.e. the process (static enactment) whereby real developer’s names, deadlines, deliverables replace the generic placeholders in the process model and the dynamics of the process as it is actually enacted. [Gr01] call the static enactment a “process model instance” and the dynamic enactment “process performance”. In this approach, the formal description of the “process” to be followed is usefully and frequently described as a process model e.g. [FKN94] [Gn01] http://www.opfro.org This is the information that is typically documented in books, in reports or on a website and alternatively labelled as a “method(ology)” e.g. [BGH04].

Figure 1 Thee “layers” of process and method terminology
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Together, this gives a multiple-layered model in which process, process model, method(ology) and metamodel can be depicted as suggested in Figure 1.

1.2 Method Engineering

Method Engineering (ME) was introduced by [BJO85] and then, more recently, by [KW92] who named it methodology engineering; but [SB93] and [Br96] strongly recommend changing this to method engineering, a term that has been generally accepted. Brinkkemper’s [BR96] definition of method engineering is useful here: “Method engineering is the engineering discipline to design, construct and adapt methods, techniques and tools for the development of information systems.” When applied to a particular situational context, it is often referred to as “situational method engineering” or SME. Interestingly, [Gl00] equates the ME approach to an “ad hoc” approach in that the correct meaning of ad hoc is “suited to purpose” or “tailored to the problem at hand”.

Method engineering focusses not on the acquisition of a ready-made method from some supplier (vendor or book-writing methodologist) but on the in-house construction of an organization-specific or project-specific methodological approach. This construction is accomplished by selecting pieces of method (method fragments or method chunks) that have been already created and stored in a repository or methodbase. The source of these stored fragments is not critical to the use of SME by practising software developers. They may be “carved out” of other pre-existing methods e.g. [RR01] or instantiated from a standardized metamodel e.g. [He02a].

2 The Role of an Underpinning Metamodel

The use of metamodels in general is recommended in [Ma91] [RSM95] [RP96] [TRL96] [Ja98] [KBS00]; and was always the core underpinning the OPEN Process Framework e.g. [He96] [GHY97] [FH02]. Indeed, [RDR03] refer to it as the “core technique in SME”. Metamodels provide a means of defining the rules (for a modelling language or a methodology) at a higher level of abstraction. Metamodels are created by a metamodelling activity, supporting the formalism used by developers in their own modelling of a system.

There are multiple dimensions to modelling. In particular, models can be “stacked” in terms of their abstraction level. This is readily seen in the 4-layer metalevel hierarchy of the OMG (see e.g. [OM01]) – although it should be noted that the inter-level relationship of “instance-of” has recently been subject to some criticism e.g. [Se03a] [GH05]. Metamodels then became, within the OMG, the underpinning rationale not only for the UML but also for the MOF, SPEM and MDA standards initiatives. More recent standardization efforts in the use of metamodels for underpinning methodologies (and hence ME/SME) have been seen in Australian Standard 4651 [SA04] and the embryonic ISO 24744 standard. Both of these standards eschew the strict metamodelling approach of the OMG because of the serious non-transitivity problems with “instance-of”
relationships e.g. [AK01], replacing it with powertype patterns [Od94] [GH05]. Although not fitting into a strict metamodelling mindset, powertypes (and their associated set representation – Figure 2) provide a solution more aligned to people and their endeavours (Figure 3). With these three layers (Endeavour, Method and (formal) Metamodel – in which all conceptual, powertype models exist), attributes can be assigned either to (i) the xxx element in the metamodel from which a method level entity\(^1\) can inherit or (ii) the xxxKind element in the metamodel from which a slot value can be instantiated in the method level entity. In the first case, the inherited attribute is then given a slot value at the next level i.e. that of the Endeavour. In the second case, the value given at the method level acts as a kind of Class Attribute. These ideas are illustrated in Figure 4 where xxx = Document.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{powertypes.png}
\caption{Powertypes expressed in (a) a UML-style diagram and (b) Venn diagrams}
\end{figure}

\(^{1}\) Actually this is a clabject [At98] [AK00], which is defined as having both an object facet and a class facet.
3 Method Engineering with the OPEN Process Framework Approach

The OPEN Process Framework (OPF) [GHY97] [FH02] is defined by a metamodel that supports the concepts of method engineering. It provides a rich repository of method fragments, which can be used in different software projects, together with a set of guidelines (Figure 5) offering advice on the fragment selection based on the notion of possibility matrices linking each pair of method fragments [HLH02b].
In OPF’s process metamodel, there are elements to describe process fragments such as Activities, Tasks and Techniques; people components such as Producers and Roles; organizational components, such as Enterprise, Programme and Project, and product fragments in the form of a whole range of Work Products including diagrams and documents, supported by various kinds of languages (natural language, modelling language and coding language). Method construction may be top down or bottom up. Using the former as an example, the method engineering would select appropriate activities from the OPF fragment repository and then, using the possibility (or deontic) matrix approach, choose appropriate tasks, techniques, producers, work products etc.

Exemplar processes have been published to support, for example, web development [HLH02a] and agility [He02b] and, more recently, for agent-oriented software projects e.g. [He05].

4 Field trials

In order to evaluate empirically the value of the (situational) method engineering approach to industry efficacy, two major action research (AR) studies e.g. [Av99] were undertaken with Sydney-based organizations. Initially, a transition process was engineered from fragments in the OPF repository [HS00]. Using this, an action research project with a legal publisher identified both cultural (organizational and personal) as well as technical issues that might inhibit the successful use of SME [Se02] [SH04a] [HS05]. A second industry AR study was later conducted within the IT department of a large state government department [SH04b] during their transformation to e-government. This latter project successfully empowered the IT section within the governmental department with a new constructed agile method, the Usage-Centered Design (UCD)
[CL99] approach and a core set of the UML for their e-government web development initiative [SH04c] [SH04d].

The main objective of these empirical evaluations was to evaluate the introduction of a method engineering approach using the OPEN Process Framework (OPF) in order to test the construction of an agile methodology for these two organizations, a construction done in such a way that the methodology can be fully customized to suit individual projects and can later be flexibly adapted as the organization’s process capability matures – so-called dual agility [HS05]. Both organizations benefited from small incremental process improvements – called a “small wins” strategy [Se02] [Se03b].

The method engineering and dual-agility approaches were strongly recommended to both study organizations for the following reasons [HS05]:

- Each organization must develop its own way of working contrary to the adaptation to an existing way [Co02].
- Based on previous experience, the idea of adopting an existing method, even agile, was rejected due to people’s belief that they must adapt themselves to suit the adopted method.
- The need for a method that provides maneuverability to deal with requirement changes.
- The need for a method that enables teams to deliver software products faster to their customers.
- Dual-agility not only provides a better way of developing software but can be enhanced by the use of SME to support method customization to best suit people’s need.
- For both organizations, IT customers are internal and available most of the time for immediate review and providing feedback.
- Getting customer involvement through the entire development lifecycle is a top priority – as in the Agile Manifesto [Ag01].

5 Summary

This paper has described the “bare bones” of method engineering in both theory and practice. Experience gained during the two action research projects showed that the process of method engineering, with a rich repository of method fragments such as those provided by the OPF, can change people’s perception of the main role of a software development method that, in turn, can become a driving force for culture change and resistance management.
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